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The Game Changers
An Interview With...

Dr Robecca Quammen
CEO and Founder at MyConsultQ
Following on with our Game Changers features, Finance Monthly
speaks to MyConsultQ’s founder, Dr Robecca Quammen
- a forward-thinking and results-oriented industry leader,
recognized as an advocate for transforming healthcare with
innovative management, information technology, and workforce
acquisition solutions. Known for leading organizational change
initiatives that truly enhance the delivery of clinical care while
helping to improve the bottom-line, Becky’s 25-year career
in healthcare includes senior management positions in large
provider organizations, at the largest healthcare software vendor
in the US, and with leading healthcare consulting practices.
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The first challenge from my perspective is what
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than information technology – we understand
the intersection of technology and the care
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Selective Employment
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Changing the Way We Manage

professional lives that support work-life balance.

Application and Technology Vendors
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in healthcare. The rise of cybersecurity attacks

● Job Openings Go Unfilled

against hospitals is just one area where new

● Specific Expertise Unavailable in Your

The second challenge is counter-intuitive. It
emerges from the very fact that technology
has
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ubiquitous

in

its
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availability and intuitive use for consumers of
all kinds. From birth to end of life, there are
ever-present
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supporting virtually all aspects of life, from
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engagement,
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Strategic Importance of Technology

physician satisfaction, security threats, and

and easily interact with the simple, intuitive

An effective technology or information systems
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government involvement.

centralized governance.

user

strategically leading a
healthcare enterprise to success,
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consumer-based
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to transform the way we conduct business.
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Relegating IS decisions to the basement under
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How do you overcome the challenges
presented by the fast moving nature of
the IT sector?

What is the main piece of advice you
could offer to healthcare organizations
willing to experience improved patient

Healthcare IT needs

care and financial result?

roles are being defined and traditional skills
being expanded. Roles such as the Chief Security
Information Officer (CSIO) and expert skills
in networking (firewall, intrusion, malware

technology is not keeping pace with consumer-

with cost overruns, delays, diversion from

to emerge from the basement with CIOs and
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Boomer generations are forcing us to rethink

skill set that is needed to insure IT is deployed

traditional

the concept of “work”. For differing reasons,

strategically and not just to support transaction-

all
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based
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industry focus on data only strengthens the

infrastructure,
doom
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